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Abstract
Previous studies have examined networking software approaches running on PCs and hardware, but there has not been a study that specifically identifies software tools and their provided
data targeted to Home Networking. We are interested in understanding the complexity of these
tools, and the required expertise to execute and configure as well as impediments to participation. In this paper, we look to understand and compare measurement points (MPs), applications and expertise required across four tool approaches: Routers, Apps, Hardware, and
Web/Scripting tools. We also examine the data of interest provided by each approach. We
show that focusing on a broad range of approaches, data of interest, and tools allows us to
create a new taxonomy of Home Networking functionality.
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Introduction

Over the past twenty years, the most widespread approaches to network discovery and research of
Home Networks (HNs) have been to leverage physical hardware platforms to scan, and determine
network flow using measurement points (MPs). MPs are the nodes, devices, or software where
measurements are made [68]. Using protocols such as INM [8], Cisco Discover Protocol (CDP)
[15], neighborhood awareness networking (NaN) [8] and others, have been leveraged to understand
networking aspects of HN. In this paper we review what information routers, software applications
(Apps), customized hardware, and Web/Scripting-based tools can determine in HNs. Understanding how we can leverage these approaches provides researchers, and more importantly HN users,
results around local and global norms, as well as configuration of HNs and a new taxonomy system
of information.
We refer to ’Tools’ as software and applications running on a device. Tools can provide a
plethora of localized information by peering behind the HN router using several approaches, in an
attempt to determine and characterize configurations. These approaches range from modified and
un-modified routers, Apps and software tools, customized hardware, and Web tools; all which use
active or passive techniques and applications while executing. These techniques include those that
look to peer behind the HN router to understand layout, configuration, and historical norms of the
HN. As part of this study we look to understand how these techniques compare in terms of pros and
cons of research, user incentives and impediments, and data of interest to HN users. This review
focuses on the following approaches (exclusively): HN routers, Mobile and PC Apps (running
locally and in the HN environment that scan and analyze HN configurations), customized hardware
residing in the network that is directly connected to the HN for analysis, and passive and active
techniques used by Web and Scripting tools and which executes within the local HN environment.
We have focused this review in these areas as they cover the range of hardware, customization,
software, and active/passive techniques one can leverage for HN informational scanning, and also
have had some review previously.
As a starting point, we examined HN usage and have found the following data points. A review
from 2009 of HN usage, across the US, found that 63% of homes had broadband Internet connectivity, and 50% have a HN [27]. A recent PEW report from 2017 found that 73% of all homes now
have broadband Internet connectivity, and most of these homes have a HN [62]. Projects such as
How’s My Network (HMN) [68] used a software approach to peer behind these HNs to understand
devices, and characteristics of a HN using a low footprint and minimal impediment methodology to
incentive end-users to participate. Other work in this area has focused on understanding and characterizing Internet access (bufferbloat) and device evaluation via a heavy-weight client [48][19],
while other work focused on hardware approaches to understand HN configurations [44][7]. The
work in these areas were primarily interested in local historical norms of information, and data
gathering.
We examine data of interest that are part of the approaches we are interested in studying, along
with the tools that classified within these approaches. The data of interest include: Throughput,
Networking Characteristics, Health, and Historical Norms, as well as each underlying attribute. We
have reviewed the data of interest that each of these Approaches support, so that we can classify
what each of tools cannot, could do, and do. We also look to understand the differences these
approaches provide in-terms of data collection and dissemination of information. We are focusing
our review on these Approaches as they cover the range of hardware, customization, software
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(applications), and active/passive techniques leveraged in typical HN studies.
As part of this study we are also interested in health of devices (are they operating under normal
parameters), applications, and protocols. This includes the health of DNS, security and privacy of
devices and local configurations. The attributes of health include tools that examine configurations,
normal operation, as well as the security and local device privacy. As a noted, Apps running tools
described in this review have implications in these areas for both the local and network users,
including potentially users residing on the probed network; these concerns are typically in the
form of security and privacy implications. As an example, a tool that determines network devices
on a network has possible security and privacy implications as it can determine and potentially
track local hardware (via MAC) and fingerprint services overtime. This data is readily available
using the techniques we describe in this report. We have created a section around security, privacy
and health to understand these impacts and the type of information gathered.
Our contribution to this area includes a taxonomy of tools that fall into the approaches studied
(Routers, Apps, Hardware, and Web/Scripting) and data of interest, difficulty level (incentive and
impediments), and data availability (historical norms). The new taxonomies provide a classification of models around approaches and incentives, impediments, Source, Customization, and historical norms, along with data of interest; where norms has had little to no research up to this point.
We conjecture that understanding local and global norms provided help users, and researchers,
recognize the importance of distributed data sources and provide the incentive needed for participation in studies. In addition, we conjecture that understanding difficulty of applications usage and
data provided can be the impetus for users to participate in HN studies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines background and similar work;
Section 3 describes the methodology used ; Section 4 provides details on the study; Section 5
provides a review of data of interest; Section 6 is a comparison of Approaches; and Sections 7 and
8 conclude with a summary and future work, respectively.

2

Background and Related Work

We provide background and a review of previous studies on the Approaches, Data of Interest, and
networking as part of HNs. This includes approaches and data of interest that fall into commercial
(pay for tools or advertised tools) and research tools, and we look to understand how they fit into
the areas of security, privacy, health, and characteristics of devices in HNs.

2.1

Approaches

In this section, we provide background on approaches and data of interest we are looking to understand. This includes a review of studies on approaches (Routers, Apps, customized hardware,
and Web and Scripting tools), again we refer to the applications or the software running on these
approaches as ”Tools”.
2.1.1

Routers

The following is a summary of information a typical HN maintains or includes (minimally) as part
of its execution. A HN router has full access to the network and can gather information directly
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from Layer 0. A HN router can sniff traffic similar to apps running root privileges or a heavy weight
application using Packet CAPturing (PCAP) libraries; note that PCAP requires root privileges to
execute or a specific kernel and modules [70].
A router has full access to the network and devices that are plugged directly into the environment. Typically, a HN router saves the routing table that consists of: MAC address, the IP address
that was assigned to your computer, and the lease time of your computer’s IP address; it also stores
user-configurable items as well (port forwarding, etc.) In addition, manufacturers are starting to
create Mobile Apps that control router access so that users do not need to login to the router via
a web browser. These Apps are still in the starting stage and provide local information with very
little norm overview, and certainly do not provide a global purview of information. Routers need
to have logging enabled to store even minimal information, and this setting can be disabled (in
error) by users during setup. Deep packet inspection is not a feature routers typically support, out
of the box, and need to be rooted with tools such as WRT-DD [18] or similar software to allow
these types of features.
As routers are responsible for making decisions about which of several paths network (or Internet) traffic will follow, there main purpose is that of flow-control. As an example, if more than
one path is available to transmit data, the router is responsible for determining which path is the
best path to route the information. The Function of a Router is to also act as protocol translators
and bind dissimilar networks. Routers limit physical broadcast traffic as they operate at layer 3 of
the OSI model [51]. Routers typically use either link state or hop count based routing protocols
to determine the best path. The Role of a HN Router has not changed much over the past 20+
years and are still found to deal with layer three of the OSI model (network layer). This means
the hardware device has full access to all devices flowing through its traffic control ports, but does
little else for HN research, as found from [10][30].
A recent study on routers found that there is not much data stored on the router over time.
However, different routers can and potentially does store different data. As an example, data
consisting of the assigned IP address of the connected computer, the computer name (or nickname),
the MAC address of the computer, and the total time that the devices have been connected to the
router [69].
HN routers have similar properties where they serve up local network traffic, WiFi, and maintain lists of information about what is on the network. Hardware vendors differ on what they
provide for information, but typically contain the following services: DDNS (Dynamic Domain
Name System) is a service that allows network clients to connect to the wireless router, even with
a dynamic public IP address, through its registered domain name. As an example, a wireless router,
embedded with the ASUS DDNS service and other DDNS services, also supports the mapping of
hosts, ex: (showing client name, IP, MAC, and Interface type). The router provides network flow
(netstat information, ping, traceroute, and name server lookups via command line tools). A router
can and does provide information about the local HN, but does not (typically) have a purview into
applications and types of tools running; these require a modified/rooted router boxes and expert
knowledge of networking and IT infrastructure, as noted by [69].
Research using modified home router software and tools have been completed using the toolsets
WRT-DD [18], and Tomato firmware and configurations (or similar). Research by [9] found that a
user must have high level of domain knowledge to work in these challenging domains of rooted environments, and went on to claim that users with minimal experience should ”stick with the stock
router firmware.” Other work in this area includes Bufferbloat analysis by [50], performance anal3

ysis of home routers [34], identifying lurkers in social networks [78], and throughput performance
[40], where these service and activities have all been done at a local level. Other research using
modified routers with WRT-DD (or similar tools [Tomato, etc.]) was research to help understand
and control network flow, wireless access, and discovery [69][5][43][17].
Other studies of routers found that understanding the causal impact of the different performance
metrics around network performance is the only quantitative way of making such trade-offs of
providing valuable data [73]. This study showed that a range of routers provided the following
information: system status (CPU, RAM, and logs), Wifi networks under its control (3G and 5G
for example), and by using a rooted router and DD-WRT firmware allowed researchers to control
the devices similar to a Linux box (as it is a Linux based firmware), and collect, modify, and
accept/reject streams via a very terse command line interface, and scripting tools.
An example screen-short of information from a commodity and stock router can be seen in image 1, and includes the following information: Device type, Client canonical name, local RFC1918
IP address, MAC Address, TX/RX information, and amount of time on the network.

Figure 1: Example screen shot of a router

2.1.2

Apps

What is an App? According to [65], the term Software Application first appeared in the early 1950s
and a Software Application, or App, is a program or group of programs designed for end users [3]
that executes on a device or piece of hardware.
Mobile App A mobile App, as described by [81] consists of a software program that is targeted for a specific
hand-held or mobile device type, e.g. Android platform. Tools such as [11][41][49][57] provide
security, password and threat prevention via a mobile App, and functionality for a specific niche
or data of interest.
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Java App A Java App or Java Applet is an application, which runs in the Java Virtual Machine, which interprets instructions and executes on the system (hardware) that the application resides on. A Java
program executing in a native environment has full access to the system resources, depending upon
user privileges of course. A Java Applet executes within a browser typically (or similar restrained
environment) and depending upon the nature of the execution has limited access to the resources
of the system and executes in a sandbox (similar to JavaScript code). In contrast, a signed Java
Applet has a fuller set of access to the resource it is running on. Our previous study [68] on HNs
dives into a methodology and framework using a signed Java Applet and had promising results.
Techniques Used by Apps The following are some of the popular techniques used in commercial and freely available tools.
Commercial tools such as fing [28], are available via a mobile app and hardware to help understand
device mapping and network layout via the hardware; an additional purchase of hardware and
licenses are required for these features. Other commercial tools such as [55][85][86][33] provide
users similar information as fing, where none of these tools provide historical global norms.
Custom and UNIX (and other OSs) networking tools such as netstat, NMAP, and similar have
a high barrier to entry and include techniques such as [36], which requires dedicated hardware and
in-depth system administration skills to operate. Approaches such as Kermit [14] and Microsofts
HomeOS project [4][21][20](established in 2010, now defunct) have attempted to use software
models which requires a dedicated PC to run on. As an example, the HomeOS project was built
with the premise that the Home needs an Operating System this approach has been all but abandoned. Other examples of App approaches include Ph.D. thesis work from [92], which claims
to have minimal impediment to operate, but requires customized hardware running on a PC and
extensive networking knowledge to operate.
There have been studies that have attempted to understand the layout (sketch) of the HNs, such
as [64][31], as well as HCI (human computer interaction) studies around which techniques are
useful to determine devices and resources in HNs, which have been unsuccessful as they have not
provided a context of availability. An example of this is the Kermit [13] study, which attempted
to map HNs broadband connectivity. A review by Grinter, et al. [32] attempted to use surveys to
understand how HNs are setup and had similar results as [31], which found that participants needed
technical knowledge to diagnose and deal with networked technologies, and that they turned to
friends and family for help. This message has been re-iterated by the study from [63] where they
found that the promise of future applications rests on the ability of house-holders to manage the
home network, something that our collective research shows has not become easier since the first
reports of connecting computers to the Internet. Furthermore, a previous study by [66] found that
home networking is nontrivial for even the most qualified, and contend that these problems will not
disappear over time as the networking industry matures, but rather are due to structural usability
flaws inherent in the design of existing network infrastructure, devices, and protocols [72]. A study
by Yiakoumis, et al. [90] looked at extending this type of work and came up with the concept of
slicing the home network in an attempt to understand the landscape of the HNs from an App and
hardware perspective.
The dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP (DASH) work and others in QOS (quality of service) and HN [47][77][76][83][91] have looked at performance of HN and content delivery, while
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[12] looked at benefits of Software Defined Networking (SDN) to see how they can help improve
manageability. Studies have approached HN review to include load time of objects to determine
under-performing content [29], while others have used DASH to understand video streaming in
HNs [46].
Commercial tools (pay to use and requires a license), such as [71][28][54][84][88][87][52],
are available that help understand the presence of devices on the local network, security, privacy,
or use Wifi to determine least crowded channels or discovery using Bluetooth, and provide little
historical data for local configuration and global norms. While these techniques provide specific
data sets around BufferlBloat, DASH, throughput, or point and time information, none of the tools
reviewed provide historical global norms of HNs nor configurations of these HNs.
There are commercial apps that are available for both Droid and iPhone that can scan Wifi
networks (similar to HMN), and determine open ports, but this area not well researched nor does it
have available data sets for researchers to review. These Mobile Apps have limitations on accessing
the TCP stack, and therefore cannot provide details that tools such as nmap (for the PC) can provide
(active fingerprinting), noted by [45][61], and require elevated privileges to execute. The following
are some Apps reviewed and are either commercial or research and are the most applicable in-terms
of providing networking information:
• Netalyzr [48] provides information around Bufferbloat, which has been well studied, as well
as general internet upload and download throughput.
• fing [28] is a mobile App which scans for local Wifi connected devices. An interesting
feature is the Enable device recognition, which requires remote best-match brand/model
of device, assumedly via Mac address. This is an opt-in request that the user must click
Enable to allow access to the remote querying fingerpedia. This tool requires users to enter
information about host, and can run a simple scan of open ports on the given host; it does
not predict the type of host (ex: Linux RedHat, Microsoft Windows 10, etc.). Each scan
is manual, and is required to be run explicitly by user requests [53]. There is an optional
hardware device for lower layer analysis scanning and reporting.
• Mobile NMAP [56] provides similar information to the PC counterpart, but it limited interms of resulting scans (i.e. no OS fingerprinting, SYN scan, etc.). NMAP does not explicitly provide global norms, and requires a high level of knowledge and expertise to operate.
• Tools such as Wifi Analyzer, Wifi Master, and Wifi Connection provide Wifi channel information in an attempt to show the least crowded connection (channel) to the router [84][86][85].
These tools do not provide historical global norms, but may provide best practice information
on management.
• Other tools such as Meshlium use Bluetooth and Wifi signals to identify devices in a given
area; these are commercial products, which typically require a hefty up-front cost and monthly
subscription, such as [52][58]. These tools are localized only and do not provide historical
global norms.
• Rooted tools, such as from the review by [70], can provide a deeper view of things, but
have a higher barrier to entry (requiring a fat client to be installed on a PC and customized
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hardware) and are not targeted the novice user. These closed source tools do not provide
global norms.
• There are other commercial and open Apps, which provide network scanning, Wifi, and
upload and download information, but do not provide local and global norms nor provide
the breadth of data across the range of spectrum users may be interested in.
Health and Apps There are several Apps which look to determine health (including security and privacy) by examining the local host (PC or Mobile) run time nature, and configurations. Tools such as [1][6][74][16][80][60]
look to understand mobile and PC security around virus protection, remote theft, safe browsing,
SMS, encryption, proxy, and tracking. These tools use virus definitions, GPS location services,
phishing definitions, encryption techniques (such as twofish, blowfish, and others) to encrypt applications and text messages, as well as triangulation (using Wifi and GPS) for health, security, and
privacy.
2.1.3

Customized Hardware

Customized hardware consists of devices packaged (or not) with an App [58][28], network security
devices, IoT devices such as sensors, automation devices, and network devices modified to allow
for access control [18]. These devices use pass through features and remove the HN router from
the network [58], or act as the primary Wifi connection for the network, thus routing all packets
through the customized box. These devices serve as active and passive monitoring for security
and remediation, device look-up and traffic control on the HN. As an example [58] algorithms to
pre-execute control techniques to traffic flow, in conjunction with cloud-based inspection. These
hardware devices are either highly customized routers/Wifi units [58], or expensive commercial
products [23][52] targeted for specific tasks (e.g. security, sensors, discovery, etc.)
Most research based hardware devices consist of modified routers, and software packages leveraging cloud-centric analysis. Commercial hardware approaches typically consist of devices packaged (or not) with an App [28][58], network security devices, IoT devices such as sensors, automation devices, and network devices modified to allow for access control [18]. These devices use pass
through features and look to remove the HN router from the network and act as the endpoint security connection or as the primary Wifi connection for the network; thus routing all packets through
the customized box. These devices serve as active and passive monitoring for security and remediation, device look-up and traffic control on the HN. Each of the following hardware solutions
require a monthly subscription to leverage security and privacy features, and thus have a barrier to
entry.
• Bitfender [58] uses machine-learning algorithms to pre-execute control techniques to traffic flow, in conjunction with cloud-based inspection. The hardware is highly customized
router/Wifi unit [84] and requires an additional hardware unit to replace HN units along with
a monthly subscription [24][52] targeted for specific tasks (e.g. security, sensors, discovery,
etc.). This device does not provide global norms.
• Cujo [25] is an inline device plumed into the Ethernet of the HN. The device monitors traffic
for security threats, and looks to prevent sensitive data from leaving the HN. It is not clear
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if this devices require a switch that mirrors all ports to gather data, as it is plugged directly
into the HN router. The device does not provide global norms.
• Dojo [22] is also plugged directly into the HN via a port on the router, but examines metadata
versus full stream to determine actions. It is also not clear if this devices require a switch
that mirrors all ports to gather data, as it is plugged directly into the HN router. The device
does not provide global norms.
• Keezel [42] connects to the network purely via Wifi, acting as a hotspot and flow through
using VPN based technology. This device does not protect hardwired devices (unless direct
mirroring is created on the router), and does not provide global norms.
• RaTTrap [67] is directly plugged into the HN modem, and the HN router is plugged into
the device. This allows the device to examine all network flow inbound and outbound and it
looks to block malware and other security threats.
• We also list Fing [28] device in this section as it is provided either as a software or hardware/software solution. As previously mentioned the FING tool does not provide distributed
data from global norms, as it is a commercial closed App/hardware tool.
2.1.4

Web Apps and Scripting Tools

Tools running in a web browser and scripting tools, such as JavaScript, HTML, Python, and other
similar languages are not required to be complied and are strictly speaking interpreted [89]. These
tools, when executed from a Web Browse or similar environment, run in a sandbox and are allowed
minimal access to system level resources.
Web or Script based approaches leverage either a browser or command line interpreted tools
such as Perl, PHP, HTML5, and shells such as BASH. As an example, these tools look to query
for: hardware devices, software running locally, OS and security settings, Active Directory (AD)
configurations and settings, local web service settings, and local user and group information. To
gather much of this information they must be installed via administration/root privileges locally or
the collected information is minimal when running via a web browser. It should also be noted that
unless these tools are run directly within the HN they would only provide scanning information
from the edge of the network, as they cannot peer inside the HN and behind the router remotely.
• Open-AudIT [82] was released in 2002 and is targeted at system administrators who have
deep knowledge of Linux or Windows systems to just install. The tool when run as root
can collect network information such as hosts, MAC information, and when configured with
NMAP a deeper dive of devices using NMAP fingerprinting. This tool does not provide
global norms, and can be a challenge to configure and run.
• Spiceworks [75] is a Web based port scanning tools, but can only determine edge information
and cannot peer inside the HN.
• Pentest-tools provides TCP (and UDP) Port Scan with Nmap [79] via a web browser, and
leverages the Nmap tool to collects data from their server running Nmap fat client. This
tool does a minimal execution of Nmap or a bit more passive scanning. The tool leaks
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information around the location of the server running the scan by listing the time zone and
time of the scan in GMT time. This tool does not provide global norms.
• Mxtoolboxs [53] provides similar functionality as Open-Audit and runs an open TCP connection via port request to the edge device on the HN. This tool does not provide global
norms.
• Hows My Network, predicating performance from within a Web browser sandbox [39] leveraged scripting tools run via a web browser for performance analysis in a HN.

2.2

Data of Interest

In this section we review data of interest and the attributes associated with each of these. The
following are studies and other work that have done work similar to the data of interest we are
most interested in. These tools determine the following high level of information as related to
the approach and data of interest: Throughput, Networking Characteristics, Health, and Historical
Norms. These data of interest individually provide a small amount of data, but tied together create
a valuable picture of HNs and what is occurring in them.
2.2.1

Throughput

The area of throughput has had extensive studies in-terms of: Upload, Download, Jitter, Network
Flow, and Performance. Studies such as [68][39][36][89] looked to classify upload, download
and Jitter by calculating changes in network traffic and differentials of time. While [48] looked
at network flow and jitter in-terms of bufferbloat and delta changes in traffic. Work done by
[56][21][77] looked at local network performance of HNs to understand traffic flow and overall
performance, other studies such as [73] looked to understand if performance matters in the HN.
These and other studies provide background needed to tie together throughput of HNs to create a
concrete picture of what is occurring in HNs.
2.2.2

Networking Characteristics

In the area of Networking Characteristics we are interested in the attributes such as: Device discovery, Network fingerprint, Wifi Network discovery (online and previously attached to). These
areas help bring together a picture of devices, and activity occurring in HNs. Studies such as
[68][56][28][55] and others provide device discovery and network fingerprinting by using well
known broadcast services, TCP evaluation, and port mapping to evaluate devices available on a
network. Wifi tools such as [86][84][85] and others provide similar analysis for Wifi networks to
understand a mapping of Wifi, radio and communication channels, as well as historical information
of devices attached and previously attached to a Wifi network.
2.2.3

Health

Health of networks, applications, and devices includes the following attributes: DNS, Apps, Security and Privacy (Apps, Location, Monitoring). Studies such as [68][56][35][38][26] looked to
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understand 1st, 2nd, and 3rd tier DNS results, SOA requests, recursive requests, as well as security and a variety of approaches to health and the local and remote DNS services. Research
into apps (running on PCs or Mobile devices) have looked into options of security and privacy
[25][22][42][67] on local devices. While research and tools such as [58][2][23] look at hardening security and privacy of the device and the network. While some of these tools require expert
knowledge of networking and security, others look to harden and quarantine network flow, file
access, network access, and app access.
2.2.4

Historical Norms

As previously discussed Historical Norms provide information on: Local Norms, Global Norms.
While most Apps and research provide local norms, there are only a few Apps or research projects
that provide global data norms for users (and researchers) to understand a big picture of what is
occurring across disparate HNs. As an example, the work done by [68][39] provides results of
throughput and networking characteristics of both the local and global norms for comparison.

3

Methodology

In this section, we provide the methodology used as part of this review. We start with the methodology that was used in this tech report, and then turn to why this research matters and look to
understand optimal setup and how a user or researcher can mimic this in a HN.
We reviewed research papers, tech reports, and commercial products and then compared the
methods used, and results provided by the given work. We have classified these, and looked
for overlap and similarities, differences of results, as well as the methods used to collect and
display the information. This research included an unbiased review of the Approaches, Data of
Interest, Historical Norms, data collection techniques, and results. From these results we turned
our attention to what types of data results users and researchers are interested in and looked to
combine these differing Approaches, Data of Interest and Historical Norms. The data of interest
included data both currently collected and not currently collected by these works, along with how
to display this data using different HCI approaches.
To understand the data of interest provided from these approaches we have download tools,
reviewed papers, and dichotomized the results and methods of the App/tool. We looked at the
results of these Apps/tools and include a data of interest set discovery and attributes, including:
throughput, devices, health, security and privacy, along with historical norms.
In addition, we look to understand the incentives, and impediments to each approaches and
classifications around the areas. Incentives and impediments are focused on the user experience
and more importantly the perceived value of the tool and barriers to entry respectively. An Apps
approach may be free to users, and require minimal impediment to install, configured, and execute
and thus have a lower barrier to entry.
We have reviewed the following areas to understand why this research matters to the user and
the research community. As previously mentioned, it is clear that the work done by commercial,
discovery, and tech reports provide a clue to what users may be interested in. This includes the
desirable areas of throughput, network characteristics, health, security and privacy, and most importantly how information collected compares at a local and global norms. An optimal setup for
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users to execute this work would be a collation of the data of interest into an App, along with
information gathered from historical norms. With that said, these approaches can be completed
using physical (inline) hardware or via an App.
As mentioned, the method used by this study included an in-depth review of research papers,
commercial and openly available applications/tools, underlying protocols, impediments and incentives, and a comparison across approaches and data of interest. We have examined a broad range
of software and hardware as well as the Data of Interest that are part the Approaches that we are
interested in. We first look to create a dictionary of terms and definitions for this study to clarify
the method and have created the following definitions for this study, which include:
• Approaches: Hardware and software that provide a plethora of localized information by
peering behind the HN router using several approaches, in an attempt to determine and characterize configurations. We refer to the Software/applications running on these devices as
’Tools’.
– Routers:
∗ Stock and Customized
– Apps:
∗ Mobile, Java, executable(s)/binaries
– Hardware:
∗ Customized hardware installed in the HN
– Web/Scripting tools:
∗ Software running within a web browser or via a scripting run-time
• Data of Interest: the gathering of desired data collection from the user perspective. We have
included the attributes of each of these data of interest, which are the data points collected
by the tools.
– Throughput
∗ Attributes: Upload, Download, Jitter, Network Flow, and Performance
– Networking Characteristics
∗ Attributes: Device discovery, Network fingerprint, Wifi Network discovery (online
and previously attached to)
– Health
∗ Attributes: DNS, Apps, Security and Privacy (Apps, Location, Monitoring)
– Historical Norms
∗ Attributes: Local Norms, Global Norms
We used the following method to classify and understand the differences within and across
each of these Approaches and Data of Interest. We compared each of the tools that execute across
these Approaches and Data of Interest to understand the quality of information (high and low),
incentives to execute (richness and quality of data), and impediments to entry (easiest to hardest).
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We next extended these comparisons, uniformly, across each of the approaches and data of interest
(grouped by approach and the Tools), and used the following system to help understand the data of
interest of each of the Approaches.
• Cannot be done: The data of interest does not have the access to this type of information.
• Could be done: The data of interest can do this.
• Done: The data of interest is supported by an application within this approach.
A comparison was also completed by reviewing the set of tools (arraigned by Approach type)
and comparing by the following measurement of approaches, data of interest, and tools: incentives
vs. impediments, sources and customization vs. data collection set, and historical local norms and
historical global norms. We used the following method to understand these three measurement
comparisons and differences, and used the data sets compiled as part of this study. We refer to this
as user participation data points.
We compared incentives and impediments to each other and created a classification of paradigms
to understand easiest and best vs. the hardest and least ranked tools. The following was used to
understand Incentives, and Impediments of each Tool and thus Approach.
User participation: The following are the comparison areas of user participation data points:
incentives and impediments, sources and customization vs. data collection set, and historical local
norms and historical global norms:
• Incentives and Impediments: incentives and impediments are focused on the user experience
and more importantly the perceived value of the tool, and the barriers to entry.
– Incentives:
∗ None: No incentives are offered to participate in a study or are provided by the
tool.
∗ Low: Minimal amount incentives are offered by to participate in the study or information provide to operate the tool.
∗ Medium: Incentives are offered that provide users a reason to want to participate
or operate the tool.
∗ High: There is a high amount of incentives offered to participate or the tool offers
a wide range of information.
∗ Impediments:
· None: There are no impediments to operate or participate
· Low: There are minimal impediments to entry
· Medium: The impediment to entry is challenging and requires monetary or
skill level to operate
· High: Barrier to entry includes monetary or expertise to operate
We used the following for the comparisons of Sources and Customization vs Data Collections
used the following classification.
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• Sources and Customization: is the platform open or restricted in-terms of modifications and
changes, including sources
– Closed: No changes are allowed, and sources are not available.
– Restricted: Minimal changes are available to the configuration or the sources
– Open: A wide variety of configuration options are available to modify, and sources are
available.
• Data Collection: the types of information provided by the given Approach/Data of Interest.
– Restricted: A restricted view provides closed and minimal information
– Flexible: A flexible view provides some modifications for request to wide range of
information.
– Open: An open view allows for low level modifications and access to configurations
for customized set of information
Similarly, we reviewed and compared historical norms (local and global) in-terms of data sharing and availability, and used the following classifications for this comparison.
• Historical Norms: either local or global.
– Local Norms: The types of data the tools provided at the local network level, and if
there is a long range or a point and time comparison of this information.
∗ Closed: Information is not provided by this tool
∗ Restricted: Data is gathered over a given set of time, and provided to users for
review. A limited amount of Information is typically provided by the nature of the
product, and is typically point in time.
∗ Open: Data is available on a wide variety of areas, and is flexible for types of
information provided.
– Global Norms: What, if any, information is provided, by the tools, for comparisons
to users running these Applications at the global level, across networks and users.
Data that is used to compare to other environments, which is running on the same
Approach/Data of Interest type.
∗ Closed: information is not provided by this tool.
∗ Restricted: Data may be gathered, but is not provided for review.
∗ Open: A wide range of information is available by this tool.

4

Approaches and Data of Interest

In this section, we organize approaches and data of interest by collections provided. We start
by looking at how each of these approaches are tested and classified. We have created an approach taxonomy of routers, Apps, hardware, and Web and Scripting, as shown in tables[1,2,3,4].
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These tables provide information around: approach, source, incentive and impediments, and historical norms. As part of the review of these areas we have also created four tables focused on
approaches and data of interest, including what sources and customization, data collection, and
historical norms they support. The tables provided show the measurement approaches that each
of these areas cover, along with comparisons of like types. The objective of these tables are to
help understand what types of information each approach provide (to users), along with incentives,
impediments, as well as location and metrics. We use the classification shown earlier to describe
these areas:

4.1

Routers

As previously discussed, routers can provide the richest set of information, but can require a high
level of expertise to operate. Table 1 to show information around approaches, stock (out of the
box) router and a customized rooted router, source, incentive, impediments, and historical norms.
• Source: both methods are closed, with the exception that the modified router has updated
firmware which exposes additional functionality (e.g. custom control points).
• Location: both methods are targeted at home and commercial networks
• Incentive: a stock router provides access as its major incentive, versus a modified router that
provides users, and researchers, to customize their networking experience and data collection
points.
• Impediments: a stock router requires a medium level of expertise to install, and configure,
as previously noted, and its major impediment is around cost of the unit. A modified router
is also has the impediment of cost, but has the additional requirement of expertise to install,
configure, and operate as it requires a high barrier to entry.
• Historical Norms
– Local Norms: both methods provide local information about the network to users.
– Global Norms: neither method provides information from other users experiences or
feedback.
Table 1: Classification of Router Approaches, Tools, and Data of Interest
Router Tool Approaches
Tool
Source
Incentive Impediment Historical
Type
Norms
Stock
Restricted
Access
Medium
Local
purchase
Only
Rooted
Restricted
Access
Equipment
Local
Modifications Custom
Expertise
Only
to firmware
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4.2

Apps

We have created a similar comparison for Apps in Table 2 from the following:
• Source: HMN and Nmap platforms provide are available as open source
• Incentive: All of the platforms provide feedback as an incentive, with the exception of Fing
which is driven as a pay for service and ad-driven tool.
• Impediment: A review of impediments across the platforms shows the following:
– HMN, and Fing are the easiest to install and require the least amount of impediment to
entry
– Nmap and Kermit require administrative access to run and a PC and customization to
run, and thus have a higher barrier to entry
• Historical Norms
– Local Norms: all methods provide some information to the end user over a given set of
time.
– Global Norms: The HMN approaches is the only tool that provides both local and
global norms for comparisons.

Table 2: Classification of Apps, Tools, and Data of Interest
Apps Measurement Approaches
Tool
Source
Incentive Impediment Historical
Type
Norms
HMN
Open
Feedback
Medium
Local
Java
Approve app
Global
HMN
Open
Feedback
Medium
Local
Mobile
Install App
Global
nmap
Open
Feedback
High
Local
Expert
Kermit
Restricted Feedback
High
Local
Special HW
Expert
Fing
Restricted Feedback
Medium
Local
via pay
Can require
product additional HW
Netalyzr Restricted Feedback
Medium
Local
Install App
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4.3

Customized Hardware

We next turn our focus to devices that are directly attached to the HN and are specifically targeted
around discovery services. As discussed these devices use similar methodologies as routers, as
they are directly connected into the network with layer 0 level access. The information gathered
ranges from device types, machine names, internal throughput and throttling controls, WiFi troubleshooting, and network security. These devices collect local information, but do not share local
or global norms, and are classified as heavy-weight. Tools such as fing require a hardware device
to be purchase to extend the information available on the network. These tools can leverage both
software interfaces and hardware as they directly plugged into the main network (similar to the
router) to determine device characteristics using similar approaches to that of Apps.
We have reviewed two approaches, as can be seen in Table 3, Fing Hardware, and HomeOS.
Each of these approaches shown in Table 3 are classified as customized hardware, as they are
specific to device scanning and HN tools. They are typically paired with software or run can be
run directly via the hardware devices (Web Browser). Some key points of this include:
• Source: Fing and the HomeOs approaches are both restricted and do not provide open
sources
• Incentive: Fing and HomeOS provide feedback as the major incentive, but both require
custom hardware to run and a licenses is required from Fing to operate.
• Impediment: Fing and HomeOS provide device information, but the HomeOS tool looks to
provide access and control of IoT based devices. Both methods have a high barrier to entry,
as they require customized hardware to execute and a license to operate.
• Historical Norms
– Fing and HomeOS both provide local norms over time.
– Neither Fing nor HomeOS provide global norms of other (user) experiences.

Table 3: Classification of Customized Hardware Measurement Approaches
Customized Hardware Measurement Approaches
Approach
Source
Incentive Impediment Historical
Type
Norms
Fing
Restricted Feedback
Medium
Local
via pay
Require
product additional HW
HomeOS
Restricted Feedback
High
Local
Requires
Custom HW
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4.4

Browser and Script Based Tools

Browser and scripting tools run directly within a web browser, and do not require the user to
download tools to execute. The Barrier to entry is low for the end user to execute, but the tools
provides minimal information during executions, due to the sandbox that it executes within. Tools
such as speedtest [89][59] and [39] run within a web browser and use point locations (throughout
the country or localized) to understand throughput and jitter to know resources.
Table 4 is a taxonomy of these approaches, and includes a review of generic speedtest services,
and HMN sandbox methodologies. HMN is an open source approach to testing versus speedtest,
and they are both targeted to HN and Commercial networks for testing. They both are free in
nature and provide feedback and the major incentive, and require minimal impediment to execute
via a Web browser. These approaches provide similar results, but HMN provides both local and
global norms.
• Source: Speedtest tools are closed source versus HMN, which is open source and can easily
be modified.
• Incentive: Both methods have the user incentive of feedback of information to execute, and
are typically no cost to execute.
• Impediment: Both of these methods have the most minimal of impediments to execute, but
provide the least amount of information due to the nature of how and where they execute,
e.g. via a web browser.
• Historical Norms
– LocalNorms: Speedtest services provide point and time executions vs. that of HMN
which can provide a comparison based off of previous tests.
– Global Norms: neither method provides global norms, but the HMN suite does provide
the ability to understand longitudinal information from the data gathered.

Table 4: Classification of Web and Script Measurement Approaches
Web and Script Measurement Approaches
Approach
Source
Incentive Impediment Historical
Type
Norms
Speedtest Restricted Feedback
Low
Local
Services
Minimal info
HMN
Restricted Feedback
Low
Local
Sandbox
Minimal info
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5

Data of Interest

The following is a review of each of the data of interest and tools reviewed in this study, along
with the merits in their own area. These merits are classified at the Approach level, and include the
following:
• The router approach allows for the customization of information, but requires a high technical barrier to entry for customization. Data that is gathered is point-in-time and is typically
cycled over X number of days, but is not made available in a longitudinal approach to users
or researchers.
– A stock router is a utility approach to computing, and networking as its main focus is
access versus information.
– A modified router can provide the deepest dive of information from method of approaches studied. This approach can provide information ranging from performance to
information, but as previously discussed has a high barrier to entry.
• The Apps approach is the most flexible as it requires the least amount of efforts to entry
for the user, and can be customized to allow for both practical user, research and technical
information, without the use of hardware. With an App, users have the ability to understand
data for global and local norm comparisons. This is important as an App can be customized
and include a Human Readable Format, including:
– Device list
– Throughput (Up/Down), jitter, etc.
– Performance of the Device
∗ Legacy information about the devices attached previously (assumed it was scanned)
∗ Device was present, or is now present, and is now gone
– What is shown and how it is shown, over time.
– Apps provide methods to push updates to devices (e.g. phones), with minimal impediment to end-users.
– Apps can flexibly be customized in-terms of configuration and results to an end-users
perspective.
– Apps can provide devices and configuration of networks, in a local and global approach.
– Apps provide and understanding of protocols and configurations of these domains.
– Apps also have information with activations and Activity of the HN and the device
running scans.
• Hardware measurement approaches can have similar success as a modified router method,
as they have the ability to sit inline of the router, and can analyze data in a similar manner
that a router. These devices serve a specific function, and have a license and cost as a barrier
of entry. While the nature of these services are to minimize impediments, they have a high
barrier to entry and are tech savvy approaches. Information gathered from these approaches
are quite specific, and are targeted at a specific product approach. Data collection in these
approaches are targeted, and provide feedback to the local vs global instance only.
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• Web and Script Measurement approaches have the least impediment for barrier to entry as
they can run via a web browser, or similar. They provide minimal information in-terms of
data discovery, as compared to the other approaches, and only provide a local point-in-time
data set.
We next turn our attention to the comparison of approaches and what types of results, device
characteristics, platforms, components, and services they fall into. The classifications of user participation in-terms of what can be discovered using a Router, commercial tools, and other hardware
devices is shown in Tables 1,2,3, and 4. These tables look to understand how they fit into the data
of interest. The tables provide information around the following classification areas that are the
most important as shown from the work reviewed, and previous studies. We are looking to understand the following data points and sub-items, as they appear to be the most commonly studied
across the set of tools and research papers reviewed.
• Throughput
• Network Characteristic
• Health
• Historical Norms

5.1

Throughput

We have created a classification of information that each approach type collects in-terms of throughput. We have classified throughput to include the following characteristics of the areas we are
reviewing (routers, Apps, Customized Hardware, and Web and Scripting tools), and includes the
following:
• Internet and local network Upload and Download: Throughput of the Internet connection
and internal throughput.
• Jitter: Deviation from optimal performance of a given Internet connection or the fluctuation
of latency over time, and includes ping spikes and lag.
• Network Flow Diagnostic of network layers, including TCP flow.
• Performance of Device (perf) Diagnostic information around the performance of devices
attached to the network.
We can see from Figure 2, that a variety of information can be gathered using each of these
approaches, and that the Apps approach has at least one tool in the list that provides this data set.

5.2

Customized Hardware

Table 1 provides a review of network characteristics against the approaches we are reviewing.
These include the following networking areas of review, and what information can be collected.
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Figure 2: Throughput Classification
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• Local device information: hardware, and software information for a given device. MAC
address, name of host, networking information, and local software information (e.g. CPU,
etc.).
• Remote Device information: fingerprint scan of network, including: TCP information, host
and canonical names, and device types.
• Application list: locally running software list
• Network information: locally connected networks (e.g. Wifi, lans, etc.)
• Wireless information: available and browse-able networks
In addition, Figure 3, provides a view of data points that are available using each approach.
While a stock router may have access to most of this information, it does not collect or store these
data points. Apps collect these data points across the set of characteristics reviewed. Hardware
approaches are similar to the Router approaches, and typically do not collect all of these characteristics. Web and scripting approaches do not have access to gathering most of this information as
they run within a sandbox.

Figure 3: Network Characteristics Classification
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5.3

Health

We move our area of focus toward health, and approaches used by the methods studied. Health
includes local and remote networking, and Figure 4 shows health approaches by creating a classification of what can, and cannot be done in the following areas.
• DNS Health: this includes a health of the DNS infrastructure in-terms of networking, and
reporting.
• Legacy Information: What devices previously attached to it.
• Security Review of Device
• Security Review of other Devices (via local connection)
• Recommendation System for Apps
• Health Check of device
• Network App profiling

5.4

Historical Norms

The classification of historical norms in data includes gathering point-in-time data, long-term availability of local data, global review of comparison data between local and other users experiences,
legacy information using a longitudinal approach, and if the data is shareable to a wider community for research. We have created a classification of Norms in Figure 5, to help understand where
there is overlap of methods in norms, and is a classification of what can, and cannot be done in the
following items:
• Local Norms: Local information over time.
• Global Norms: Comparison of local and global scans.
• Legacy Information: What devices previously attached to it?
• Sharing of research data

6

Comparison of Approaches

We have created plots from the previous classifications to understand user participation associated with: impediment vs. incentive, sources vs. metrics, and local vs global data availability.
These graphs provide a view into the measurement approaches and where there is similarity, and
differences. The objective of these graphs are to help understand what types of information each
approach provides (to users), along with incentives, impediments, as well as location and metrics.
As an example, we look to understand the differences between what a Stock Router, modified
Router, hardware approaches, App approaches, and Web approaches provides in-terms of information to the user. These graphs have data points that range between 1-4 (on both axis, starting at 1),
which provide either easiest to hardest or low to high data information for the types plotted.
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Figure 4: Health Classification
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Figure 5: Historical Norms Classification
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6.1

Incentives and Impediments

We have created an incentive vs. impediments Figure 6 to compare data of interest and tools,
organized by approaches. Tools that reside in the upper left hand quadrant provide the most amount
of data with the least amount of impediment. We can see that the cluster of tools reside in quadrants
of the plot; As an example Web and Scripting have the least impediment, but provide the least
amount of incentive (low).

Figure 6: Incentive vs. impediments

6.2

Sources vs. Metrics

We have created a Sources vs Metrics scatter plot Figure 7, which compares sources vs data collections (or metrics) for each of the tools, organized by Approach. Figure 7 shows the flexibility
of modification of sources, and configuration vs. the amount of quality data collected. The richest
data and customization tools reside in the upper right hand quadrant. Tools such Nmap, and a
modified-router provide the richest data sets, along with the most amount of customization
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Figure 7: Sources vs. Metrics
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6.3

Local vs. Global norms

We have created a Historical Norms, local vs global, plot of tools organized by Approaches. Figure 8 shows tools classified by information availability, and historical norms of data sharing The
richest data and customization tools reside in the upper right hand quadrant. HMN-Java provides
the richest norms as it provides both local and global norms to users and researchers, while there
are no other tools that provide Global historical norms.

Figure 8: Historical Norms (Local Vs. Global)
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Summary and Discussion of Collection Types

We next turn our attention to the tradeoff of these Approaches and data of interest, and provide a
summary. We have reviewed four separate approaches to several data of interest and tools as part
of HN access points: routers, Apps, hardware, and Web and scripting tools. While each of these
collection approaches have merit, there are pros and cons of each of these approaches, which we
detail.
The router and hardware approaches provide the highest level of information (as they are
plugged directly into the network), and allow for the deepest dive into the network layer. These ap27

proaches have a single focus and do not provide users and researchers with a ubiquitous approach
to network measurement. It also has the highest barrier to entry, and they do not scale to provide this local and global norm methodology. Hardware tools such as Fing (and other commercial
and research tools) can provide single point of information, but do not collect the breadth of data
provide global norms.
The Web and scripting collection types have minimal impediment to run as they execute either
in a web browser or via a scripting environment that resides on the local system. The down side to
this approach is that these collections can only provide a small percentage of results as compared
to a router, hardware or Apps approaches, due to the sandbox they typically execute within.
Finally, the review of Apps approaches found that there is only a minimal impediment across
the wide range of tools, as it can run on ubiquitously available mobile platform versus that of a fat
client PC platform or a hard to configure hardware specific device. In addition, an App running in
this space provides the most flexibility in-terms of incentive of information vs. the impediment of
execution, and can also provide similar information of the hardware counterparts in most cases.
As a recap, the hardware approach is costly and can be complex to setup and configure, and thus
has a high impediment to entry, but provides access as the incentive. An Apps research approach
may be free to users, and require minimal impediment to install, configured, and execute and thus
have a lower barrier to entry. A web/scripting approach may not provide enough information
the user is looking to understand, but has the lowest barrier to entry as it executes within a web
browser. To understand the data of interest provided from these approaches we have download
tools, reviewed papers, and dichotomized the results and methods of the product/tool. These results
found that Apps have the most flexibility in-terms of data of interest, as well as historical norms,
and may provide the most optimal Approach, and thus tools, for users and researchers.
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Future Work

In this section, we provide direction for future work and provide a discussion about How’s My
Network.
As we look to expand upon Apps work, we turn our focus to updating the HMN methodology,
which can take advantage of the ubiquitous nature of mobile devices versus a high impediment of
installing local hardware to run our network measurements. There are several Apps in the Android
store that supply some of the information we are looking to gather, but these applications do not
collate this into a study around configuration and local and global norms for users and researchers
to review. These tools range in approaches and output, and look to provide basic information on
hosts in a local network, and most of these tools are Ad driven or pay-for-Apps. Continuing the
approaches used by HMN for HN discovery, this study looks to extend the data currently provided
by adding the following information. As an example, the HMN mobile application determines host
information using a variety of tools from the OS and native calls, such as netbios, smb, and DNS,
which are also used by fing, and other commercial (non-research) tools.
• Historical Norms
– Local norms of what is happening on the same network the App is running
– Global norms of what is happening on similar or disjoint networks
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• Minimal Impediment to entry
• Provides the right amount of Incentives to participate
• Digital Fingerprinting and Configuration of networks and Apps using Global and local
Norms
• Using HCI approaches provide a unique way to display this information to end users with
minimal impediments
– E.g., the App is running and summarizes information about Local and Global norms
for comparison.
Note: We are not aware of another study similar to this in the research space; there are Apps
that collect some of this data, but are commercial and are pay for products, and thus does not
provide this information.
A next phase discovery of HN would also include approaches of active and passive scanning
techniques. The novel approach of gathering data to understand the configuration between hardware and Apps would allow us to use services for Android, without jail-breaking the phone, to capture the needed summary for local and global norms and analysis. This passive approach should
allow us to determine well-known systems and allow for a fingerprinting technique of discovered
devices.
We conjecture that users are more apt to run an App approach, such as HMN, that has minimal
impediments to execution and provides local and global norms. The advantages of the HMN is that
it can be run on a wide range of Android mobile devices, and requires only minimal impediment
to the user for downloading; the convenience of a ubiquitous platform vs. that of a customized set
of tools on a router (e.g. DD-WRT) or on a customized PC for the execution of a fat client, which
requires an install presence on their local system, or that of a browser based tool.

8.1

How’s My Network

How’s My Network (HMN) is an open approach to HN study, as previously mentioned. The HMN
work done in [68] used some of the techniques reviewed to detect domain connections, devices,
and configurations. We look to build on this collection method, so that we can determine Apps
running/available on a Mobile device (locally), similar to [37]. As an example, when running the
HMN Mobile app (e.g. from Androdid-5dc) we may produce output that includes status (present,
not available), Device type (canonical Name of Device), and Apps running on the host device. The
HMN tool also looks to understand throughput (Up/Down), DNS Health, Application configuration, Wifi access list, Jitter, device health, and legacy information in and around these items for
local and global norms. The difference between the HMN Mobile tool and commercial or research
tools, is that we are also looking to understand local and global norms as part of the study; and we
look to share this information for future research.
In this previous work, we compiled a database of Hardware Devices along with all of the corresponding manufacturer identifiers (MAC), which has not previously existed. This list includes
the following information: MAC Address, Date of certification, Manufacturer/Brand, Product,
Model number, Category (Phones, Computer Accessories, Other), Hardware Version, Firmware
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Version, OS Version (if available), and frequency info (telephony and Wifi). We have overlapped
corresponding DB types into one grouping, so that all types from one manufacturer are part of a
super-set. As an example, a subset of the LG Electronics (Phones) contains the following properties. With this information, we have the ability to understand global manufacturer MAC addresses
associated with Model #s and current versions of the software running on the given devices. A
classification of this information can be seen in Table 5, which provides information around device
activity (status), device type, and applications available on this device.
Table 5: Device List
Device List
Status
Device
App
Present
ChromeCast
NA
Not Avilable
Sling
NA
Present
Android-5dc
VLC
Present
Android-5dc ConnectBot
Present
Android-5dc
Spotify
Present
Android-5dc
...
Present
Android-5dc
Outlook
Present
Android-5dc NFL Mobile
Present
Android-5dc 2048 Puzzle
Present
Android-5dc
Gmail

We look to understand basic information around the network where the device resides, including: how to gather a database of Devices (Wifi) and match them to manufacturer? To help answer
this questions we have collected a series of data sets of devices and matching information into a
database of devices as part of discovery. In this previous study we created a database (via shell, and
scripting languages) to collect this information and update the App on the fly or via a stored DB.
We have also include the tools to determine upload/download speed, jitter, Wifi network usage,
App detection, and general health overview, which are all part of the study. We have compiled a
database of Hardware Devices along with all of the corresponding manufacturer identifiers (MAC),
which to our knowledge has not previously existed. We looked at how to match this database of
Devices (Wifi) to manufacturer using the following methodology.
As next steps we look to extend the HMN work to understand the configuration challenges
networks have by extending the work around classification and norms to include the discovery of
configuration of these domains that are both accurate, and useful, and includes information around
the HN, and we look to further classify these into the following subcategories to help understand
device characteristics, platforms they execute within, components of tools these fall into, and the
types of services they provide. We propose a review into the following expanded data of interest
set to review:
• Device Characteristics: PC and Mobile devices and similar hardware, as well devices such
as: Wifi, IoT, and similar.
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• Platforms: The type of environment these tools run within, such as Android App or an
executable.
• Components: Security, Privacy, and Health, and how the tools fall into each of these areas.
• Services: Types of Apps running on the local device: e.g. SMS, Phone, encryption, proxy,
application, networking, virus/phishing, safe browsing, Email, Battery, IOT, etc.
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